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the controls are still the same as in the light gun game and for the most part it's still very easy to
play. i find that the game is a lot easier to control on the home console versions as the aiming is a lot
more accurate than in the arcade. the guncon3's analog stick is a little loose and can shake quite a
bit when i shoot, but it's a small annoyance. in terms of the game itself, it's a lot more arcade like
than the arcade games in the series. the first time crisis had the levels in a horizontal line from left
to right, and the third had two levels, one on top of the other. time crisis 4 has three levels, each
split into left and right sections. there's also a third mode, which is a variation of the first game,

where the game is just a straight arcade game. it's really not all that different from the arcade game,
but it's nice to have the option to choose. if players are hit by a critical bullet or an obstacle, they
lose a life, and the game stops when the player loses all their lives. players also lose a life if the
timer (at a maximum of 40 seconds per sequence), which is replenished after each sequence is

cleared (or if players are hit), reaches zero (unlike the first game where running out of time resulted
in a game over). players can continue from the point their current position, as opposed to the

playstation version of time crisis, which required players to restart from the beginning of a sequence.
that's a damn shame, because this game is one of the best. the idea behind time crisis 4 will sound

very familiar to those who have played other games in the series: the player is responsible for
stopping a group of terrorists who have come into possession of a new secret weapon. a classic

storyline but it had worked for the series so far, so namco clearly decided not to mess with a good
thing. which appeared to work for them. a classis light gun shooter perhaps, but easy and fun to use

for players of all abilities, and with its debut as the first time crisis game outside of an arcade, it
reached even more people.
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other than the enhanced graphics, the playstation 2 port of time crisis includes four new crisis
missions. there is a new "crisis mission: road to the sky" in which the player must race against time
to reach the top of a tall building. there is also a new "crisis mission: green eyed monster" in which
the player must race against time to destroy a giant monster. the light-gun is still the same and the

games still looks like time crisis 1, but they are adding an extra first person view. so if you have
played time crisis before, then you will feel like you have experienced the game before, but this time

the game looks 3d and all the time crisis is such a great game, so you will feel like you have never
played it before. the light-gun is still the same and the games still looks like time crisis 1, but they

are adding an extra first person view. so if you have played time crisis before, then you will feel like
you have experienced the game before, but this time the game looks 3d and all the time crisis is

such a great game, so you will feel like you have never played it before. if you're new to time crisis,
the basics are simple: you have to shoot bad guys and you have to do it quick. in time crisis 4, as
you might have guessed, it's all about aiming, because you can't really aim with the standard ps3

controller. there's a light-gun. so, to fire a weapon, you have to aim at a bad guy and press the
trigger. the aim is accomplished by just pressing down on the analog stick or rotating it while

pressing down on the trigger. once you have your light-gun setup, you can choose the difficulty level
for the game. the difficulty increases as the game goes on; the first time you play it, you'll probably

be able to breeze through most of the game with no problem. as you play, you'll find that you're
fighting some bosses in addition to regular thugs. the bosses get harder as you go along, and their

health is much more than that of the thugs. 5ec8ef588b
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